Big Data is better
in the cloud

Business Challenges

• Are the costs of your big data platform preventing
you from exploring new business models?
• Would you be able to produce better insights with
more data, quicker processing and faster analytics?
• What if you could prototype a business idea in
weeks or even days, instead of months?

IT Challenges

• Is it challenging to meet IT budget, handle
processing peaks and react to unexpected data
growth?
• How much time do skilled specialists spend on
managing the Big Data platform, instead of
producing business value?
• Can you meet cost targets while meeting
security and compliance targets?

Get the most out of your Big Data platform
Neos is helping customers to
develop and execute strategies to
improve performance and security,
while reducing costs by migrating
existing big data platforms to a
secure and certified public cloud.
Partnering with Neos will free up
your skilled specialists to deliver
value to your business, while we do
the heavy lifting of managing your
big data platform. Activities are

either automated via the use of native AWS services, or outsourced to
Neos IT with engineers in one of our
Centres of Excellence.
Neos will improve your TCO (total
cost of ownership) by helping you
select the cost effective mix of cloud
resources, e.g. reserved capacity
for base workloads and on demand
resources to handle peaks. A typical

problem in hosted big data solutions
is solved by decoupling storage from
compute resources. This allows an
infinite increase of data storage and
flexible scaling of data processing
resources. You will be able to fire up
new big data platforms quicker to
validate your PoC (proof of concept)
and shut them down immediately
after you are done, paying only for
what you have used.
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Why choose Neos?

Our Approach

Seasoned experts

Geographical proximity

We optimize your existing
platform and our proven migration
methodology will make your
migration journey a success.

Neos Cloud architects have the
expertise and experience to handle
any migration project, no matter how
big or small.

Our diverse professionals guide
customers through their migration
projects from 6 locations in
Europe and Asia.

CONTACT US

ABOUT NEOS

neosIT.com
Neos IT Services GmbH
Landsberger Straße 155
80687 Munich, Germany

Neos is a leading managed service provider for public, hybrid and private clouds
with more than 100 experts from 20 nations. Neos delivers its services worldwide
through its Headquarters in Munich (Germany), a Global Operations Centre in
Bangkok (Thailand) and a Cloud Centre of Excellence in Bratislava (Slovakia).

info@neosIT.com
+49 89 2488 17 000

Passion for technology is at the core of our work. Every day we bite
the bullets for our customers in Cloud, Big Data and Cyber Security.
Living agile methodologies makes us fast, focused and delivery oriented.
Together with our customers, we build the digital future.
Whatever IT takes!

